Myriad moustaches for the perfect Movember

Josh Schmeltz

There is one man out there who is more badass than Chuck Norris, and he has the moustache to prove it. Can Chuck Norris eat magic mushrooms and then double in height? Can Chuck Norris eat flowers and then spit fire? No. There's only one man who can, and his name is Musto.

The beloved Italian plumber brings swift death to anyone blocking his path with blunt trauma to the skull or spine— as long as the victim isn't wearing anything spiky. And at the end of the day, when he finds the right castle, Mario always gets the reward, yet slightly prurient girl for himself.

Why does Mario get invited to the castle for "cute" with the Princess while you continually get rejected by that cute girl in your chemistry class? It's an easy answer. Mario's power lies entirely within his well-groomed moustache. He has taken the old-school style walrus moustache to a new level by flaring the taches upwards instead of down. The intentional unevenness on the bottom is a confirmation of his unapproachable confidence. Clearly this is a man that you do not fuck with, nor withstanding that madness at the beginning of Super Mario 64.

All you need to do is grow a similar set of whiskers. There are some big advantages: bring a turtle shell along when you go to the Tim Hortons line, give it a good kick and skip straight to your double double. You'll get a beakload of points and lives as a bonus. Trying to get to RATT for lunch but the elevators in SUB are slow and miserable? Rat a feather, take a good run toward the building, and effortlessly fly up to the seventh floor. If this doesn't make women throw themselves at you, I don't know what will.

Nick Ong

The perfect moustache has to be something modern and refined, yet large enough to shield your sensitive upper lips from the cold winds of Movember. Do away with your chimney and your walrus tusks, above all, avoid attempting the obviously fake "Moustachette." After much research, I found the answer to the ultimate moustache. Behold, the Dali.

For those not in the know, a Dali is synonymous with its colorful artisan creation, identified by the World Beard and Mustache Association as "a moustache with narrow, long points bent or curved steeply upward, with areas past the corner of the mouth shaven." Besides the obvious stylistic elements, one of its main advantages is that it solves the problem of food sticking in your facial hair, a problem many other moustache enthusiasts grapple with.

As an added bonus, the Dali requires much less facial hair to style, something those less-endowed in that area will rejoice about. Above all, did I mention that the Dali, if styled correctly, can actually distract the eye from the other facial elements, leading to an overall improvement in appearance? For those who intend to explore extreme moustache-growing after the Dali, one can always grow a Fu Manchu. A Dali, longer version of the Dali, their sheer physical presence is the ultimate showcase of masculinity. No wonder so many villains sport them. They are also very, very fun to play with.

Ravanne Lawdy

The part of Movember I'm looking forward to most is all the patchy moustaches we're going to see. This isn't something that tarnishes my sexual engine; I'm exci...